
The Ministry of Culture

Request for Nominating and Inscribing al-Mansafon the Representative List ofthe Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity

To the Ministry of Culture/ The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

From Aarif Aauad al-Hilal, a poet, novelist, and author/ Jordan

Upon appraising and participating in every step ofthe nomination, taken by the Ministry of
Culture in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan from introductory seminars to discussions

meetings and TV recording sessions, and because ofmy conviction ofthe importance of this

element as a part of Jordanian heritage, I request the esteemed Ministry of Culture, by the

means it deems appropriate, to endeavour to inscribe al-Mansaf on the Representative List of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity; therefore, recording the heritage; preserving its

elements, what ensues from them and the values related to them, which Jordanians hold fast

to; and reinforcing its bonds, which issue from tradition and are transmitted from one

generation to the next as an authentic social heritage that runs through established traditions

and customs that were inherited through successive generations.

I hope the request will met with acceptance.

Please accept the expression ofmy highest respect and appreciation,

Aarif Aauad al-Hilal.

I I July 2020.
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Esteemed staff of the Ministry of Culture,

I would like to inform you of my support for the nomination of Al-Mansaf for
inscription on the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity, for Al-Mansaf is one of the most famous dishes in Jordan, and Jordanians
are well-renowned for making it. lt is a hallmark of generosity and familial and sociai
ties, and honouring guests.

In spite of the rapid pace of modern life, the spread of fast food and Jordanian
women involvement in the Labour force, the lovers of Al-Mansaf will never take Al-
Mansaf off their tables, particularly on Fridays and special occasions. lt has its own
rituals of preparation and serving. Even big restaurants prepare and serve it on
special occasions and on regular days.

Al-Mansaf has social and national functions that bring the largest number of guests,
invitees or household members together. lt is an expression of generosity in Jordan,
intimate way of bringing people together, fostering familiarity and feeding the hungry
in a neighbourhood or a town, meaning that its a bridge through which
communicatron and the end of hostilities are achieved. lt involves many good

behaviours and is considered a part of Jordanian identity.

As suggestions to safeguard this element of heritage:

1. Giving a free of charge trainlng in cooking Al-Mansaf..
2. Preserving all the main ingredients of ALMansaf, such as Jameed, yogurt and

local meat.
3. Abstaining from holciing weddings in reception halls and holding feasts in the

neighbourhoods instead, reducing the waste of reception halls.

4. Viewing the poor as friends and relatives; they are the most important of the
invrtees. In this way, this element will remain a way to feed the needy without
humiliating them.

Head of Abaad Clan association, Prince Hassan district,

Abedalhalim Mohammad al-Aloan
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In the Name of Allah. the Most Beneficent. the Most Merciful

Subject: a request for nominating and inscribing al-Mnasaf on the Representative List of the

Intangible Cultural

Submitted by: Ahmad Firas Abedrabuh al-Tarawneh; a media personality, a novelist, and

researcher in the field of heritage.

Heritage of Humanityl, Ahmad Firas al-Tarawneh, am pleased, in the my capacity as a direct

observer of all the provisions taken by the Ministry of Culture for nominating al-Mansaf on

the Representative List of World Heritage , to extend my support to their efforts in inscribing

this element as a Jordanian contribution to human heritage. Since I have personally been

involved in the process of preparing this important file by writing the scenario for the

documentary enclosed with the file, I think al-Mansaf is one of most important heritage

elements that are closely related to Jordanian customs and traditions. Al-Mansaf is common

denominator shared by all Jordanian, connecting them to their heritage, which is also a

valuable element ofhuman heritage that deserves to be a on the Representative List.

Please accept the expression of my highest respect and appreciation,

Ahmad al-Tarawneh.

ffi
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ln the name of God. the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Esteemed staff of the ministry of culture,

Every country has characteristics and traditions that distinguishes it form other
countries. One characteristics and traditions in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is

Al-Mansaf meal, which distinguishes Jordan from other country. Jordanian Al-Mansaf
consists of mutton, rice, yoghurt (Al-Shanineh) or al-Jameed as well as Shirak bread,
in addition to spices, flavours and special nuts.

Jordanian Al-Mansaf is the main meal in most occasions and feasts. lt is presented

to guests as symbol of hospitality, generosity and honouring guests.

Therefore, l, lsmail Hassan Al-Alawi, in my name and in the name of my clan-Al-
Alawi clan, Mashis-extend my suppori to nominating Jordanian Al-Mansaf to the
UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity for
sustaining and transmitting it to the coming generations.

Head of Association,

The counsel of AI-Alawi clan, Mahis,

lsmail Hassan Al-Alawi. -w
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ln the name of God. the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Request for nominating Al-Mansaf to the UNSECO Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

To Ministry of Culture, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
.

Submitted by Bassam Faisal al-Shawawrah, head of al-Shawarah Clan Association

Al-Mansaf is one of the popular dishes in Jordan for hundreds of years. Thus, Al-
Mansaf has gone with its meanings and its social and political implications beyond its
traditional limits as sustenance or just food, since it produces the effect of resolving

bitter disputes and rivalries nationwide, burgeoning tacitly feelings of solidarity
among eaters. The host or the man of the house serves it to guests and honours

them. lf he doesn't serve it, even if the food served was more expensive[, he won't
be honouring theml. This attitude is traced to meanings and behavioural
determinants entailed in collective eating. lt is highly effectual in resolving bitter

disputes and rivalries, and in making peace between disputants eating it. Based on

the tribal custom that sanctify breaking bread together, Al-Mansaf and the image of
gathering round it has become prevalent characteristic of our identity, guiding our
behaviour in happy and. sad occasions and in peacemaking councils where
concerting parties gather on a round table for resolving disagreements in general.

Head of al-Shawawrah Clan Associatian,

Bassam Faisal al-Shawawrah.
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In the name of God. the Most Gracious. the Most Merciful

Al-Suoour Association, Amnian

Dear staff of the Ministry of Culture, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Subiect: Jordanian Al-Mansaf. a request for nomination and inscription on on the

!l[!_S€CO Represe0lative List of thq Intanqible Cultural Heritaoe of Humanity.

Since I have been involved in the preparations for inscription, I confirm my support to
nominating Al-Mansaf for inscription on the UNSECO Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

This meal enjoys special place in the consciousness of Jordanians, and it is a
Jordanian heritage. This meal is considered the most important in Jordan, Palestine,
and southern Syria; moreover, it is considered the most impodant shared element in
all social events since it provides the body with all the nutrients not to mention its

Interrelatedness to national identity to the point of it becoming a vital element in
resolving social conflicts, an active factor in happy as well as sad occasions and a
representation of good hospitality, the host's generosity and honouring the guest.

It also instils in those gathered around it a feeling of pride and sense of national
identity.

Pleasq accept my highest expressions of respect,

Al-Suqour Association, Amman.

Mohammad Al-Suqour.

(-,
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In the name of God, the'Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Kind greetings,

l, Emad Fayez Al-Audat, head of the Brethren Association, would like to convey

to you my support for the nomination of Al-Mansaf for inscription on the

UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity

considering its place among bther elernents of intangible cultural heritage of
the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. The nomination will highlight the social and

cultural meanings for coming generations on national, regional and

international levels. This makes safeguarding this cultural heritage a necessity

as well as guaranteeing its sustainability and transmission to coming

generation. Moreover, preserving this element and nominating it will

contribute to local sustainable development.

Head of the Brethren Association,

Sheik Emad Favez Al-Audat.

W
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A request for Inscribing Mansaf on the Representative List ofthe Intangible Cultural Heritage
of Humanity

To the Ministry of Culture, The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

By Hurryah Mohammad Ali al-Fa'aouri

Upon being informed of and participating in all stages of the nomination that the Ministry of Culture

of Jordan has taken such as introductory lectures, correspondences, online lectures, television
programmes, discussions, and brainstorming sessions, Moreover, I am convinced of the importance

ofthis element, which represents the positive side of .lordanian heritage.

It is my wish that the element is to be inscribed on the Representative Ust of the Intangible Cultural

Heritage of Humanity in the manner you see fit, in addition to the original inherited values, customs,

and traditions of the unified, strong Jordanian seciety. 8y documenting and promoting the element
and all the customs and traditions related to it, a heritage and its elements are enlivened and then

transmitted from one generation to the next as a social legacy as immutable as the mountains of
Jordan, and authentic springing from firm roots and convictions in high morality with deep precious

meanings.

I hope this request will met with acceptance.

Please accept the expression of my highest respect and appreciation,

National Agricultural Research Center, Hurryah Mohammad Ali al-Fa'aouri,

22-luly-2020
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To the esteemed Ministry of Culture,

I would like to inform you that I support the nomination of aFMansaf for inscription on the
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity considering the high value it held
in Jordanian heritage and in the consciousness of its people for long time. This makes the
preservation of the element a necessity as well as its continuation and transmission to coming
generations. Moreover, preserving and nominating this element will certainly contribute to
sustainable and local development.

My request came after I have informed myself and took part in all stages of the nomination, and all

activities facilitated by the Ministry of Culture in the Hashemite Kingdom ofJordan such as seminars,

introductory lectures, and discussions.

Additionally, lworked with the unit concerned with elements belonging to intangible cultural

heritage, providing and updating information related to the element (al-Mansa0.

Please accept the expression of my highest respect and appreciation,

Dr. Anwar al-Jazi,

Director of The Princess Basma Center for htangible Cultural HeritaBe, Al-Hussein Bin Talal

University, Ma'an.
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Esteemed ladies and gentlemen

UNESCO-Intangible Central Heritage General Assembly

By his Excellency Minster of Culture, The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

I would like to express my fr"ee, prior and informed consent to inscribing the element "Al-
Mansaft A festive Banquet and its social and cultural rneanings" on the LINESCO
Representative List ofthe Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. As member ofone ofthe
clans ofJordan, I consider this nomination an upshot ofour diligent civic endeavours in

Jordan in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage on the local and national level, hence

encouraging our communities to cherish their intangible cultural heritage with its various

elements and transmitting it to the coming generations. I also would like to bring to your

attention that I have participated in proposing the safeguarding measures as well as the

nonrination and the preparation ofthe related file, and I therefore express my free, prior, and

informed consent after being provided with all the information required for giving this

consent.

As the Dean of the Faculty of Mass Communication-a pioneering school in Jordan-we
endeavour to help communities to develop various programmes and events with aid of
[Jniversity students to support the diverse local communities in Jordan, providing them rvith

the proper tools for raising awareness of intangible cultural heritage in general and Al-Mansaf
in particular in addition to informing the public, especially youth, ofthe significance ofthe
UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding ofthe Intangible Cultural Heritage adopted in

2003, hoping that this imponant Convention and its articles might be integrated into our

various acadenric programmes as well as Yarmouk [Jniversity Radio's broadcast.

Moreover, as a pervious media consultant for the National Center for Curriculum
Development. I strive rvith the rest of my colleagues to integrate the concept of intangible

cultural heritage into school curricula, particularly Al-Mansaf traditions, for the positive

influence it has on Jordanian society and sustainable developnrent with its numerous

backgrounds and goals provided that carrier communities of element are consulted.

On the other hand,.lordan TV and Radio and its diverse media platfbrms will produce

awareness raising programmes targeting local communities with aim of drawing attention to

the irnportance of intangible cultural heritage, in addition to extending support to the

safeguarding measures proposed b1'communities, groups, individuals, and civil society. As

member ofthe executive board ofJordan TV and Radio, I will strive to support the various

activities related to the safeguarding measures ofAl-Mansaf.

I cornmend the efforts ofthe government, which is supporting co.nrmunities in inscribing the

element and irnplementing its safeguarding measures. As a Jorddnian and worker in the sector



of media and cunicula, I hope to see the element inscribed on the LJNESCO Representative

List of the lntangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Please accept my highest expressions of respect

Prof. Dr. Khalaf al-Tahat,

Chairman ofthe Jordan Press Association in the North

Dean of Mass Communication Faculty, Yarmouk University' Irbid' Jordan'

Member ofthe executive board ofJordan TV and Radio

s#e
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In the Name of God Most Gracious Most Merciful

What Al-Mansaf represents in our connected community (Bani Ma'arouf Druz

community)-given the central role it has in our lives and dietary habits, and

that it signifies the generosity of parents and grandparents-the main dish in

all our occasions such as:

- Marriages and celebration
- Funerals and hanouring the deceased family
- Receiving guests and honouring them
- Tribal jahat, 'convocations', and aattwat, 'reconciliations'
- Honouring events, national occasions, and holidays

Since it is rooted in the culture of the Druz community, l, Therefore, give my

consent to nominating Al-Mansaf to be inscribed in the representative list of
the intangible cultural heritage. Thus, we preserve this element and pass it
down to our offspring, so this element may remain, signifoing our generosity

and traditions, which will be transmitted from one generation to the next.

01-.08.2020

al-Mafraq, Um al-Quttain,

Tibe of Bani Ma'arouf

Dr. Mohamad Salman al-Zoubi, a founding member of the Marouf Forum of
Jordan.
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Esteemed Members of []NSECO, Department of Intangible Cultural
[{eritage.,

I have to draw your attention to the fact that the cultural element,

Jordanian Al-Mansaf, is an icon of culture and heritage. It has a significant
role in fostering social relations between individuals and groups for Al-
Mansaf is considered one of the important elements that had contributed to
conflict resolution, leading to it becoming a mainstay for those rvho pursue

reconciliation. Additionally, it is a heritage symbol that adds to the

meriment of many happy occasions, particularly weddings.

Because Al-Mansaf has this place in our lives, I declare my consent to
nominating the Jordanian Al-Mansaf as a cultural element to the UNSCO
the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Fleritage of Humanity. I
have participated in maliing the fiIm that was shot for this purpose in
addition to writing a paper on traditional dishes beginning with Al-Mansaf.

Since this issue is the charge of Jordanians, especially those concemed

with safeguarding heritage, we will hoid activities that include this cultural
element to guarantee its continuation and preserve it. Moreover, we will
transmit it to the rising generations and introduce them to it. Technological
advancement has prevailed over our society, pushing it away from heritage

and engrossing it in westem and other cultures.

The way this element is prepared is in need of restudy and reapplication;
therefole, we will endeavour to produce a film treating Al-Mansaf and all
that is related to it as we believe that it is an icon of the country's heritage.

We pray fol your success and wish good judgment,

Dr. Salem Yassien al-Faqyer,

Head of Tafilah Cultural Directorate,

Mobile Phone: 009627 7 2126083.

Researcher. and Author.

,),
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A Request for Nominating and Inscribing al-Mansaf on the Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Hurnanity

Submitted by Fadhil Mohammad Mahmoud Za'al-Fadhil Muarik-Programming Director at

Radio Jordan, programmes host, and producer.

l)pon rvitnessing the efforts made by the Ministry of Culture and Department of Heritage,

and in particular their efTorts in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, and after infbnning
myself of the procedures followed by the Ministry and Department in nominating al-Mansaf
1br inscription on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of l{umanity, I

extend lny suppoft to the Ministry's efforts in nominating and safeguarding a significant
heritage for Jordanians in particular. and visitors of Jordan in general, Arabs and non-Arabs
alike.

On the same rrote, Radio Jordan has since its establishment endeavoured to bring this

traditional dish to the spotlight through prograrnmes treating Jordan's history, heritage,

culture. or the customs and traditions oi.lordanian citizen, or through programmes treating

life in the country and the desen. The station in past few years ofthe current century has been

keen on covering occasions, events, and NGO activities that are heritage oriented as well as

festivals such as al-Jameed Festival. More recently, the station has finished producing six

episodes of -/orrla niun Tales, hosted by Mohammad al-Zoyoudi. 'ftre programme discusses

al-Mansaf and relates tales from its history as well as events connected to it. Moreover, the

station is keen on discussing al-Mansaf among other traditional dishes whenever heritage is

being presented.

Please accept the expression of rry highest respect and appreciation,

Fadhil Muarik.
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Recipient: Dear Ms Hanan Doughmash, department of heritage,

Sender: Fahmy Mohamrnad Abedullah Abed-al-Aziz

Subject: Consent to nominating Jordanian Al-Mansaf as an element of intangible
cultural on the UNESCO Representative List.

A living cultural heritage represents the beginning of collective human life starting
from its birth in the past to the present and to the future where its life is renewed as
an expression of the cultural spirit that sustained and safeguarded it. lt has a social
function and connotations for diverse groups of the harmonious socio-cultural fabric;
and it continues growing throughout generations.

The Al-Mansaf ingredients are mixed and prepared from the best of the rural
production as well as wheat and the country side agricyltural production. Then the
urban centres added their own touch add additions, Jordanian tastes and expertise
perfected AlMansaf and maintained it as a cultural element that is carried by the
society over the years. lts an expression of cultural, social and national identity that
has as its essence the greeting expression "welcome, dear guestl"

The efforts of the official parties presented us with the opportunity of participating

and consenting to nominating Jordanian Al-Mansaf as one of the elements of the
human cultural heritage on the Representative List of UNSECO.

Fahmy Mohmmad Abedullah Abed-al-Aziz

Ar-Ramtha Association

Monday 3 August 2020

National Number: 9561 01 6099
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16 Feb 2020

To The Ministry of Culture,

I. Ms. Fatimah Fahd Mousa al-Zoubi, the for.rnder of the Art Connection to
Heritage initiative, and after many deliberations with all parties concemed in
Ministry of Culture-Department of Heritage, and being fully informed on the

process, find no obiections as member of the local community and the founder

of the aforementioned initiative in the Ministry's nomination of Mansaf for
inscription on UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage

of Humanity. I believe the nomination will help preserve Jordan's intangible

cultural heritage, and draw local, regional and global attention to it.

I would like to note that this nomination was proposed long time ago, and I also

vvould like to thank govemment sector in Jordan for its efforts in preserving the

intangible cultural heritage in Jordan, particularly for nominating Mansaf for all
its traditions and social and cultural value.

Fatirnah Fahd Mousa.
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Suflect: lnscribing Al-Mansaf: A festive Banquet and its social and cultural meanings
on the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

At the beginning, we would like to express our thanks for your efforts at the Ministry
of Culture in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, the various cultural activities
and providing us with all the information regarding inscribing Al-Mansaf on the
UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

We also tender our thanks to the UNESCO for their enterprises in the flelds of
education, science and culture, aimed at building bridges between nations of the
woflo.

The importance of inscribing Al-Mansaf as a cultural heritage lies in the elements
deep and unique connections to authentic Jordanian customs and traditions.
Moreover, its connection to the forefathers who are loved and cherished by the sons
for praiseworthy tradition those forefathers represent, which are being preserved by
one generation through transmission to the next, thus preserving the cultural identity
of every society.

Since Al-Mansaf (as an intangible heritage) is related to social ties and the customs
and rrtr.rals ensuing from them, its preservation means necessarily the preservation

of a large segment of exemplary customs and traditions related to it.

Therefore, Hashemite Fund for Badia Development try to assure the continuity of Al-
Mansaf's major elements (ghee, Jameed, Shiraak bread) through various
programmes and activates planed annually by the Fund, such as:

1- Raising the capacities of charities (women's organizations in particula0 in the
healthy and safe production of goat and sheep dairy products (ghee, Jameed,
cheese) to maintain the high quality of these products.

2- Jarneed and Ghee festival: a festival held annually, began in 2014 and
continued in the following years (2015, 2016,2017,2018 and 2019, but
temporarily paused in 2020 because the Covid-19 crisis). Jameed and Ghee
festival is considered one of the malor and permanent programmes by the
Fund, which supports charities and cooperatives form different regions of the

country (south, middle and north) in marketing their Jameed, ghee and
Shiraak products. The Fund also aims for the continuation of the production of
these commodities.

Hence, we support the request for inscribing Al-Mansaf: A festive Banquet and its
social and cultural meanings on the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Emad Al-Gthyan

Division of Initiatives and Partnerships.
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In the name of God. the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Esteemed staff of the Ministry of Culture

l, Salih Mahmoud Abdullah al-Sabatat, head of al-Shabatat Clan Association, would
like to inform you of my support for the nomination of Al-Mansaf for inscription on
UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, for it

. represents the historical and cultural heritage of Jordanians throughout history, in
addition to being a custom and dn authentic heritage in Jordan in particular. lt is
symbol for all events in Jordan.

Please accept my highest expressions of respect,

Al-Sheik, head of al'Shabatat Clan Association-Al Aobayd Allah,

al-Ein al-Baidhaa, al-Tafilah.

0772078886
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Ministy of Culture, Department of Heritage,

Department of Intangible cultural Heritage, UNSECO 2003 Convention for the

Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage

l, as the head of the lbn Khaldun Cultural Association, express my consent to
entrusting lbn Khaldun Cultural Association with safeguarding the element (Al-

Mansaf: A festive banquet and its social and cultural meanings) and preparing

it for inscriptions on the Representative List ofthe Intangible Cultural Heritage

of Humanity. This element is a symbol of lordanian generosity and hospitability

and should be transmitted along with the way of its preparation to the whole

world.

I took part in the second meeting organized on 7 and 9 February by the

Ministry of Culture, and a discussion over all the existing and proposed

safeguarding measures was held.

Please,accept my highest expression of respect,

Head of lbn Khaldun Cultural Association,

Mohammad Sayel al-Nasser.

0777259843.
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I am the engineer Ali Dhif-allah Al-Jaafirah, head of the Al-Jaafirah Clan Counsel,
support the nomination of Al-Mansaf element on the UNSECO Representative List of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity for what it represents in Jordanian
history, and for being a symbol of simplicity, which was the prominent feature of life
in the Jordanian society that values generosity and noble ethics

The traditional ingredients of Al-Mansaf, which has witnessed many changes, has
preserved the symbolism of Al-Mansaf and it place across generations, who took u.p

the task of transmitting this wonderful herjtage from one generation to the next

1- Maintaining Al-Mansaf s position as the main feast dish in all popular and
official occasions.

2- Encouraging and helping Jordanians
Mansaf for reasonable prices.

in procuring the main ingredients of AI-

3- Holding training sessions or including it in curricula, and studying how Al-
Jameed, the main ingredient in Al-Mansaf, is produced, presented and
cooked.

4- Promoting Al-Mansaf as a tourist attraction through brochures flyers and
media reports world wide.

Finally, Al-Mansaf is a life story of Jordanians and it became associated with its
name. lts reputation and fame spread all over the world, and this has made it a

strong candidate for inscription on the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

En$neer Ali Al-Jaafirah,

Head of the Al-Jaafirah Clan Counsel.

U r/ YCCO r/ OY /

18 Q1.2021
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In the Name of God, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

With pride and diginity, l, lsshaq Yassien, and in cooperation with local carri6r
communities in Jordan form far north to far south, have produced the film
attached to the Al-Mansaf: A festive bonquet and its sociol and cultural
meonings nomination file for inscription on the Representative List of
Intangible Cultural Heritage. Collectively, I prepared scene and shots under
their directions a consent and in compliance with their wishes. lalso prepared

the scenario in cooperation with the carrier communities while shooting Al-

Mansaf film. In spite of minor differences in the way the dish is prepared in the
various Jordanian communities, all agreed that it is an important dish in their
daily lives as well as culturally and socially.

Moreover, I as a Jordanian who descends from a Palestinian origin, and as the
director of Al-Mansaf film, can't stress enough the value of inscribing al-Mansaf

on the list, and lwill endeavour, in cooperation with governmental and non-
governmental parties, to prepare materials about al-Mansaf to highlight its role

in society; and that in cooperation with young Jordanians from both sexes to
guarantee its continuation for the coming generations.

lssh aq Yaseen,

0799057L68

72.09.2020
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To the Ministry of Culture,

I took part in the Al-Mansaf seminar on social media platforms and conducted a

research an the history of Al-MansEf that.l broadcAstqd on my radio show, . .

'Jordanian 
Tales, overlseveral episodes and provided tire script ofthe episodes '

to the esteemed Ministry of culture. 
i

I am one of the advocates and supporters of inscribing Al-Mansaf on the

UNSCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. it is

the only traditibnal element that Jordanians have beeh using for over a

thousand years. They are still using it today in their daily lives in the twenty-
first century snd | flqrnotthinkthit itwill fade from their daily lives the wiy i

others did. i

Please accept my highest,expressions of respect,

Mahmoud Al-Zeyodi,

, Author and Researcher.
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ln the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

To Ministry of Culture, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

l, chief Mohmmad ,Fakhri Radhi Al,Tanbour, consent that the Ministry of Culture of
the'Hashemite kingdom of Jordan nominates Al-Mansaf feast for inscription on the
UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity to
preserve and safeguard it as one of the heritage elements of Jordanian society given

that al-mansaf is one of the pillars of Jordanina heritage transmitted through
generatrons and that all members of society agree upon it, lt is the element that
Jordanians rely on in their occasions on level of groups and clans and on the level of
the family.

Therefore, in my name and the names of the management committee of Al-Tanbour
Family Association, I submit this request hoping that it will be accepted and heeded
by the Ministry of Culture.

Please accept my highest expressions of consent,

1- Rami lssam Al-Tanbour.

hief Mohmmad Fakhri
Radhi Al-Tanbour, member
of Jordanian Writers Union,
member of Arab Publishers
Association, Chief of Abu
Alia-Tabarbour.

18 Jan 2021.

z-
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l0 Mar2020

To The Ministry of Culture,

I, Ms. Yusra Suleiman al-Mahameed, Head of Iraq El Amir Ladies Association,

assent to and desire the nomination of al-Mansaf Festive Banquet in Jordan for
inscription on UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
of Humanity for the year 2020. lt is our renowned and well-beloved dish, and

we observe its traditions on all our occasions.

Head of Iraq El Amir Ladies Association,

Ms. Yusra Suleiman al-Mahameed.
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In the Name of God, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

26-14-2020

- Requesting the Nomination of Al-Mansaf for inscription on the
Representative List of lntangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

Some might wonder why I am interested in Al-Mansaf, and why I love this
element especially because my roots are not Jordanian-l am of Kurdish origin,

and we have our own elements and dishes. However, my beloved Jordan,

whose nationality I bear, and where I lived my life and where lwas born, has

allowed me to integrate in this wonderful, culturally diverse society with all its

array of communities. I learn and follow many customs and traditions too. Al-

Mansaf is one of those traditions.

This element has become a symbol of customs and traditions for all Jordanians
from different origins, and that is not to mention the simplicity of its
ingredients, which has made it a delicious dish cherished by all who eat it.

Nominating this element to the Representative List of lntangible Cultural

Heritage is a significant Heritage safeguarding measure that helps the
conitentuity and sustainability of this element as a symbol and measure for
local development among Jordanians.

(l will never forget that one day I was with my Chechen, Karaki (from al-Karak

governorate), and Palestinian friends around a single Al-Mansaf platter in a

friend's wedding).

General Manger of the Jorda n ian-Ku rdish Association and an executive and a

coach of "Koid Rouge" Group for Kurdish Folklore,

Muhey al-Dein al-Kurdi.
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To the Ministry of Culture

Al-Mansaf is a part of our old festive traditions, and a symbol of clinging to the roots. As an

element, it is distinguished in the way it is prepared from rice to cooking meat, to the yoghurt

and its ingredients, which is taken from the Bedouin nature of our country that produces

lamb, ghee, and 'shirak' bread. Al-Mansaf represents our great traditions that distinguish the

Jordanian people in the Badia and the countryside, such as pride and generosity. [t is a

symbol representing values of which we are proud. lt could never fade away, for our

ancestors had transmitted it to us. and it lives, and we will transmit it to our children,

grandchildren and future generations. It represents a purely Jordanian identity, and is a
hallmark ofJordan across ages and epochs. It is the only element whose ingredients and the

process of its production has not changed, nor has its age-old symbolism and values across

time. I have taken part in its nomination workshop, and in the whole process of its

nomination. I consent to the contents of the file presented, and I have taken part in updating

information on the element and the measures of its safeguarding; all were provided to the

ministry. I also participated in the interactive video, offering my observations and suggestions

regarding other tangible and intangible elements related to it.

I hope it will be inscribed on the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural

Heritage of Humanity, for it represents distinctly the intangible Jordanian identity, and

contributes to the sustainable development of local communities at all times. It is

representative of high sustainable moral values that we, Jordanians, are always proud of
having.

With all due thanks,

Munifah Hadi Sumayhan al-Jaz i,

Head of The raining Association and the rehabilitation of the Jordanian Women's Charity,

Tele: 077306930.
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I, Mustfah Thiab al-Khushman, Head of South ofJordan Youth for Heritage Association and

Deputy Chief of Jordanian Writers Union, consent to the Ministry of Culture endeavours to

nominate al-Mansaf on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity. Inscribing this element and all the social practices related to it has an integral role

in promoting it for all Jordanians in all regions from Badia to the countryside and in the

cities. Nominating the element to the List will contribute to the sustainability of the element

and its transmission to across generations, so they may remain united and aware of their

heritage. This will contribute to development and sustainability because of its cultural and

social dimension and its symbolism. I have been provided with all the necessary infonnation

regarding the nomination and it airns by the Ministry. Long before that. those whom I

represent and I were hoping that the element be nominated to the UNSECO Representative

t,ist by cultural institutions for years, so it may be preserved along with social and cultural

practices related to it. I have taken part in every stage ofthe nomination process, and agree

on the content of al-Mansaf file; all to be submitted through official channels, in addition to

the infbrmation I contributed on the topic to the Ministry of Culture.

I have also taken part in preparing the scenario for the interactive video, and shared my

suggestions and observations, which were compatible with video content. The element is well

known by all Jordanians from various groups and communities, both young and old, rich and

poor, and men and women. I stress the importance of safeguarding measures in all my

suggestions. and have given my opinions regarding them as well as the best ways to

guarantee their success.
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To...

l, Omar Mohammad Ali as-Saratawi, food artist and a chef specializing in Jordanian

and Arab heritage cuisine, give my free and knowing consent to nominating al-

Mansaf for inscription on UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural

Heritage of Humanity.

Nominating al-Mansaf to the List comes a result of grave significance and the social

prestige it has for Jordanians, North and south, where Jameed is produced at its

home in al-Karak.

Taking interest in nominating aFMansaf speaks to the sentiments of every Jordanian

and citizen, and guarantees its sustainability for future generations, for it is an

element reflective of social solidarity in all occasions and one of the ways expressive

of human connectivity.

A!Mansaf is an integral part of Jordanian culture that every tribe and family

endeavour to preserve. Therefore, strengthening national identity and raising

awareness of the character of intangible cultural heritage locally and internationally,

we endeavour to make it a recognized heritage dish.

Today, al-Mansaf has a deep and a great value, for it is a part of every home and

familv, and under technological development and globalization, we strive always to
preserve our identity in a world changing at an accelerating pace.

This dish is the most popular and the foremost dish in Jordan. lt is the only one that

brings everybody around it on any occasion and at any tima, and both men end

women participate in its preparations.

Made with finest Jameed of al-Karak, this dish adorns every social event whether

happy or sad, and turns into a dish evoking overwhelming emotions, which give the

dish a unique and distinct taste.

The al-Mansaf platter carries a social dimension. The bigger it is, the lager the

number of participants in its preparation and consumption. lt enla rges the scope

and brings everyone around it whether rich or poor, for we are all equals around it.

Today, confronting all that is happening around us, we must stand by alMansaf,

protect it and guarantee its continuation in its original form, so it may remain a part

of our identity, of which we are proud to have and transmit from one Seneration to

the nexu a generation raised on loving this dish.

This traditional dish is expressive of Jordanian character. lt expresses the Arab value

of generosity in a Jordanian style that affectionately and lovingly brings all around it.

A dish that feeds the hungry. lt is a communal bridge and forgiving hearts that

breaks social differences and removes rancour. It is honouring

and the young.



It is not an issue to make light of its value, which makes it the foremost and essential

for every occasion. lt is a matter of national identity and an envoy of it to any place

in the world, carrying its traditions with it wherever it goes'

I seek the continuation and the commemoration of this dish by inscribing it on

UNESCO Representative List ofthe Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanitv' since it

weaves all in single fabric of deep and authentic human connectivity that stems from

history.

We strive alwaYs to preserve our heritage, support all who are involved in it This

dish is made with love, passron and diliSence, starting from it essential ingredient' al-

Jameed, which gives its irresistibIe f|avoUr, which is made from dried dairy products

bv separating cream from milk.

Then,themilksimmersonlowheatuntilwaterevaporatesThen,themilkisplaced
in a clean white cloth bag and pressed, using two stones to eliminate moisture of

milk for several days.

At that point, the milk is called 'Jabjabah'. Salt is added afterwards, and the milk is

placed in a big platter where it is shaped like balls, known as 'Zaameet" lt is left

there to drY upon a clean floor before storage'

This Drocess is attended by women who work in it, and use it as an income-

generating source. Therefore, preserving this dish guarantees the sustainability of

their economic activity and their ability to support their households They are a

major actor in preserving national identity, represented in this popular and foremost

dish. al-Mansaf .

We gave special diligence to every detail because we are concerned with all that is

related to it. We strive to develop and protect it We would like our identity to be

preserved and celebrated for the coming generations as heritage of which they

would be proud, transmitting it with all its details and rituals and learning from it a

historv of men.

Please accept the expression of l1ry highest respect and appreciation,

Omar as-Saratawi
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To the esteemed Ministry of Culture

For myself, and as a member of The Path of Civilizations Cultural Forum, I
nominate Al-Mansaf for the Representative List lbr several considerations. First,
it's a meal that has deep roots in our Arabic civilization and in Jordanian cultural
history. Our fcrmrn includes it in all its cultural and heritage activities whether
by u'riting about it or sen,ing it as the main meal ir.r all our activities, and we
discuss its roots, \e'hich run deep in the Jordanian psyche and everyday activities.

Many television interviews were made with me about Al-Mansaf. We emphasise

its importance as a dish, a heritage and a point of convergence bringing people

around it in three tiers: the guests, men of the household of the host, women and

children. What is left of it is given to the dogs and cats.

I think the Ministry of Culture efforts are commendable in safeguarding,

preserving and raising the visibility ofthis element. I would also suggest that the

Ministry or the bodies attached to it take the necessary measures to safeguard

this element and preserve it by, for instance, talking about it on every stage and

platfornr, asking media companies to place it front and centre in all their
programmes, asking the ministry of education to give special attention to Al-
Mansaf by include it in their school curricula as an aspect of cultural identity in
.lordan and urging universities to encourage writing masters' theses and doctoral

dissertations on Al-Mansaf and cuisine in.Tordan.

The presence of women at Al-Mansaf preparation since ages is held in a special

regard in Jordanian society for the cooperation between man and women in all
walks of life it represents. It is a feature that I mark for our society, who
preserues its cultural authenticity, holds on to it, and passes it from one

generation to the next.

Noting here that Al-Mansaf is receptive of change for it has evolved from

simple ingredients to absorb new ones after: they have bec:ome widespread. This
I request of the Ministry of Culture: to ask the Ministry of Tourism to urge

restaurants and hotels to make Al-Mansaf their main dish.

Please accept my highest expressions of respect,

Naif al-Nawa1'sseh,

Head of the Path of Civilizations Cultural Forum.

Al-Karak. Al-Mazar Al-J anobi 12.12.2020

Phone:0795512095
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Intangible Heritage Depatment, UNSECO 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding

of the lntangible Cultural Heritage, Ministry of Culture, Department of
Heritage,

In my name, Basmah Buqubaytah, and in the name of my colleagues at Princess

Rahma Association for the Revival of Heritage, I express my wish and my

consent to nominating the element "Al-Mansaf: A festive banquet and its social

and cultural meanings" to the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible

Cultu ral Heritage of Humanity.

At the association, we endeavour to preserve and transmit our heritage to
coming generations, and nominating Al-Mansaf is an excellent means for
documenting and publicising it for the whole world. Accordingly, I express my

informed and free consent. I have been a member of the team tasked with
preparation of nomination file and an attendee of the first meeting, held on 8
February 2019. I have also submitted safeguarding measures, such as

organizing workshops at schools on its preparation and launching educational

and awareness raising programmes about its importance and social functions.

I also responded to the Ministry of Culture calling for a second meeting on 7
and 9 February 202A. We all discussed existing and proposed safeguarding

measures. lt was also my pleasure to present a paper about the occasions in

which this element (Al-Mansaf) is presented and its significance.

I thank all who have worked on this file. We all share one goal-inscribing this

element on the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage

of Humanity.

Basmah Buqubaytah,

Head of the Princess Rahma Association for the Revival of Heritage,

0775276899
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Ladies and Gentlemen of Heritage Department, Ministry of Culture,

Subject: Free, prior and informed
consent to inscribing al-Mansaf on the
Representative List of the Intangible

Cultural Heritage of Humanity, UNSECO

2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage

It is with great interest that lhave followed the joint efforts of
safeguarding intangible cultural heritage in Jordan by communities, groups and

individuals. My attention was drawn to the regard in which communities hold

Al-Mansaf and its traditions, and their insistence on according it the popular

and governmental support necessary for its protection and transmission to the

coming generations without harming its value or social functions. I would like

to join my voice to the voices of my sisters and brothers in Jordan, on both
governmental and popular levels, in urging inscription of al-Mansaf on the

UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.

As a Jordanian researcher in cultural heritage, a member of Jordanian

society and an academician running one of its institutions, I extend my support

to the nomination of the element above to the Representative List given its role

in accentuating Jordan's intangible cultural heritage and the UNSECO

convention by raising interest about it. The element is an axis of reciprocity and

a social connector for individual and communities in Jordan regardless of their
cultural, ethnic and linguistic backgrounds. lt is present almost in all of the

festivities of Jordanian communities, and is integral to their existence and

continuation. Moreover, it is integral in social and economic sustainable

development and in propagating peace and amiability among people, who vie

in enacting and practicing it willingly, aware of its eminent symbolism, which

unabatingly breathes new life into it. Therefore, being a member of Jordanian

society, I would be pleased to see this element inscribed on the Representative

list as an evidence of human creativity and a testimony to our investment in

this element to promote peace. l, as member of one of the carrier

communities, have participated in laying the measures aiming for safeguarding

and transmitting it to the coming generations. As the dean of the Faculty of
Archaeology and Anthropology at Yarmouk Unlversity, I aver that the Faculty

will collaborate with all governmental and non-governmental sectors

concerned with safeguarding and transmitting the element to future
generations by providing them with research and projects aiming at



safeguarding; maintaining and guaranteeing its continuation,'in addition to
conducting research on its functions, relation to other elements and the role of
communities in achieving these targets. Since the Museum of Jordanian

Heritage has educational role, it will be utilized to highlight Al-Mansaf

interactively for the benefit of children and adults through narration and

explanation by the carriers of the element, thus guaranteeing its sustainability

without harming its customary functions, existence and processes of
transmission to coming generations.

I also wouid like you to be informed that I represented my institution and

community in all stages of preparing the nomination file and contributed to
updating the information available about the element in Jordan's lntangible

Cultural Heritage inventory list.

Please accept.my highest expressions of respect,

Prof. Hani Hayajneh,

Dean of the Faculty of Archaeology and Anthropology,
Yarmouk University.



YARMOUK UNIVERSITY

Faculty of Archaeology and Anthropology

Dean's Office
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In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

l, Samirah Mohammad alzafiawi, head of Ar-Ramtha Crafts Association, support
and consent to the nomination by the Ministry of Culture of Al-Mansaf on the
UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, for the
high place it holds in the heritage of Jordanian people historically, for being among
the most important and best popular dishes and a symbol of hospitality and
generosity for the people of Jordan and for being served on important occasions
whether happy or sad.

Since our association longs for reviving Jordanian heritage and for preserving and
transmitting it to the coming generations, we support nominating this element.

Drawing your attention to the fact that my colleagues from the association
management board and I have participated in the preparatory workshops for
producing the file. Moreover, the association contributed to the safeguarding
measures preposed.

Please accept my highest expression of repect,

Samirah Mohammad Ahmad al-Zahrawi, head of Ar-Ramtha Crafts Association.

Ar-Ramtha, al-Hai al-Shamali close to Prencess Haya Vocational School for Girls.

Phone: 0788703649
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In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

Ministry of Culture, Department of Heritage

Esteemed staff of Intangible Cultural Heritage Department, UNSECO
2003 convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage

Because of Al-Mansafs intrinsic ties and significance to the history,
heritage and culture of this country, and since it is considered one of the
most important symbols of this country that we desire to guarantee its
integrity and continuation for corning generations, l, as a head of the
Tafilah Women Cultural Association, and with me the members of the
general committee, in fulfilment of the Association's goals that include
the safeguarding of heritage, consent to the nomination ol Al-Mansaf: A
festive Banquet and its social and cultural meanings for inscription on on
the UNSECO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of
Humanity.

F ayzah Hassan Al-Shbouol,

Head of the Tafilah Women Cultural Association.

0795148774
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Ministrv of Cultu re, Jordan,

Dear Esteemed Sirs and Madams,

Greeting from Al-Hussein Bin Talal University, Petra College of Tourism and Archaeology,

As a part ol Ihe Modern Kitchen syllabus, we teach and train students in making various
world and oriental dishes, and as an integral part of our culture and Jordanian identity,
Jordanian al-Mansaf heads these dishes that are included in the menus prepared for
training, and with the aim of preserving this dish and guaranteeing its transmission to the
coming generation.

Jordanian Al-Mansaf, as it is well-known to all, is prepare from simple ingredients (fresh

yoghurt from Jameed, lamb, Shiraak bread-also known as wheat bread, rice, and local ghee)

that are available to all, since these ingredients are a part of the production every Bedouin

household. They are produced locally and don't require bringing any ingredients from any

other place, whether from abroad or from the local market. Our role here as teachers of
similar subjects is to preserve the Jordanian identity as the key for social harmony through
safeguarding the product, preventing manipulation in its ingredients under the rapid current
developments in cooking methods, and after the appearance of non-native customs that
threaten many of the customs and traditions in many countries as result of wars,

immigration and opening up to the world through globalization and the development of
communication media. The same applies to costumes, song, or dance, which now

unfortunately we witness an obvious change in them and our customs and traditions. For

when you attend weddings at our vlllage now a days, you notice the disappearance of many

of the expressions ofjoy that represent our identity and our traditions (such as al-Samer, al-

Dehyah, and al-Dabkah). We unfortunately replaced them with the DJ, and even food was

replaced with other dishes that bear no connection to our Jordanian identity and traditions.
This is considered a clear threat tc our Jordanian identity, since the change affects our
tangible and intangible heritage, which is an integral part of our traditions in many

occasions, whether they be weddings or funerals. lt is our duty to preserve it and sustain it.

We even must unite in promoting and maintaining these principles to preserve the Jordanian

identity. Hence, as member of the Jordanian society, will endeavour to transmit the Al-

Mansaf social message and functions, which bring us closer together and reinforces our
identity. Mcreover, lsupport all parties concerned in preparing Al-Mansaf nomination file

for inscription on the Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. I

participated in all stages of the operation of the file up to its presentation though official
channels, and I agree with the content of the file. I also took part in preparing an inventory
of Al-Mansaf element, and shared my views with concerneC parties about the safeguarding

measures tha! | see fit for the task of maintaining and transmitting it to coming generations.

Tea hcer Firas Khaled a l-Fud hul,

Teacher of Modern Cooking, Petra College for Tourism and Archaeology, Jordan,
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